Revolution® Ice Shaver
HBS1400
3 Reasons to Buy!
Performance
Insulated double-wall hopper reduces noise and keeps ice cold
Precise ice portion control with Revolution® portion system
Prepare up to four 16 oz. drinks at a time in 64 oz. container
User-friendly automatic cycle buttons for serving size & number of servings
Reliability
Sensor technology knows if hopper lid is in place or drain line is full
Heavy-duty shaver blade made of durable stainless steel
2 year parts & labor warranty or 25,000 cycles, whichever comes first
Superior Service

Express Care Service Program During the product warranty dial 1-866-285-1087 tollfree to speak to a member of our highly trained technical staff. Learn more...

Insulated double-wall
hopper reduces noise and
keeps ice cold (showing
inner hopper only)

Revolution® Portion System - For maximum accuracy, this unique ice portioning
system counts the number of times the agitator passes the shaver blade. Regardless of
the motor load, the correct amount of ice comes out every time! Systems that calculate
portions by time or weight may not be delivering consistent drink quality to your
customers. Time systems don't reliably shave the right amount of ice because the
motor speed will vary with the load (the motor may spin more slowly when the ice
hopper is full). Systems that rely on just the weight of ice can be inaccurate during
blending because of container movement. The Revolution® Portion System eliminates t
hese concerns by delivering the right amout of ice every time.
Double-Wall Hopper - Insulated for quiet operation and to keep ice cold.
Sensor Technology - Hopper sensor prevents operation when lid is not in place. Drain
sensor indicates if water is backed up in the drain. This alerts the operator to check the
drain line before a messy water backup.
3 Hp Blender Motor - Powerful, heavy-duty, and built to satisfy the demands of the
busiest bars.
Automatic Cycle Buttons - Let operators select serving size and number of servings
for precise results.
Specifications:
Standard: Unit comes with base, ice chute, 2 piece hopper with lid, 64 oz.
polycarbonate container & leveling feet
Controls: Touchpad
Motors: 3 Hp blender, 1/4 Hp shaver
Electrical: 120 V, 60 Hz, 15 amps
Weight: 71 lbs / 32.21 kg
Warranty: 2 years parts & labor
I 2 of 5: 10040094912701
Case Pack Qty: 1

A press of the automatic
cycle buttons sets the right
serving size and number of
servings

Includes stackable 64 oz.
container (model 6126-650)
that also fits Tempest® and S
ummit® Blenders
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